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“There has been a lot of rumors about this potential
disagreement following Qatar-critical coverage in the
Turkish press, but in reality there has been no rift in this
relationship between Doha and Ankara.”

After the Gulf crisis erupted, Turkey was at the
forefront of nations supplying Qatar with food and
services, bypassing the blockade imposed by the
Saudi-led nations. Qatar last year announced a $15-
billion loan to Turkey’s fragile banking sector and also
gave a luxury jumbo jet - reportedly worth around
$400 million - as a “gift” to Ankara. The two nations
have similar policies over Islamist groups, primarily the
Muslim Brotherhood.

Turkey’s relations with both Egypt and Saudi Arabia
are rocky, and ties between Riyadh and Ankara wors-
ened significantly after Washington Post contributor
and regime critic Jamal Khashoggi was murdered in the
Saudi consulate in Istanbul on Oct 2, 2018. Cinzia
Bianco, Gulf Research Fellow at the European Council
on Foreign Relations, said Erdogan’s visit was “key” at
this time. “Erdogan is trying to make sure that a
rumored Gulf appeasement won’t come at the expense
of Qatar-Turkey relations,” she said.

“Welcome to Qatar,” the Qatar Football Association
tweeted yesterday along with a heart emoji and a wel-
come video of the Emirati team arriving in Doha.
Kuwaiti Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah
said earlier this month that the boycotting countries’
decision to travel to Doha was “a clear indication of the
progress towards solving the Gulf crisis”. Other steps
were being taken “which affirm we are heading in the
right direction to reach positive results”, he added,
without giving details.

An official from the Cairo-based Arab League is to
visit Doha for a conference during the tournament, rais-
ing hopes for mediation efforts. It is unclear if the boy-
cott countries will ease their rules on citizens travelling
to Qatar, which launches its Gulf Cup campaign against
Iraq at Doha’s Khalifa Stadium at 1630 GMT today. The
UAE will face Yemen two hours later, while Qatar will
not face any of the nations enforcing the embargo until
its group-stage clash with the UAE on Dec 2. The
match will be closely watched for the behavior of both
the home support as well as any visiting fans.

Bahrain’s Salwa Eid Nasser was given a warm recep-
tion after her 400 m gold triumph at the World
Athletics Championships in Doha in October and her
country’s flag and anthem were both permitted. Qatar’s
national football team was forced to play without trav-
elling supporters during the Asian Cup in the UAE at

the start of the year, while security tried to ban the dis-
play of the Qatari flag. Advertising for the Cup dotted
around Doha was quickly updated to include the flags
of the three newly added competitors.

The boycotting countries had refused to participate
in the previous Gulf Cup two years ago, which was
originally scheduled to be held in Qatar just a few
months after the crisis erupted. But they took part
when the tournament was subsequently moved to
Kuwait. Outside of Qatar, there have been glimmers of
a possible endgame to the bitter spat which has seen
the two sides trade barbs on everything from access to
the holy city of Makkah to alleged Twitter hacking.

Leading Emirati politics professor Abdulkhaleq
Abdulla, an authority on the UAE’s political thinking,
tweeted that the end of the boycott could be in sight
following the Gulf Cup announcement. Abdulla called
the trio’s decision “as political as it is sporting”.
“Football... may open the door for the travel of sports
fans to Qatar to support their teams, which means nec-
essarily lifting the travel ban to Qatar and the return of
Gulf cohesion,” he wrote after the announcement. Iraq,
Kuwait, Oman and Yemen will also vie for the cup at the
tournament which wraps up on Dec 8. 

In a related development, Qatar and Kuwait have
told the United States that they will join a US-led naval
coalition in the Gulf which was established in response
to a series of attacks on oil tankers, a US military offi-
cial said yesterday. “Qatar and Kuwait have already
told us they are going to join, so it is just a matter of
time,” US Army Colonel John Conklin, chief of staff of
the coalition, said. He said they were expected to pro-
vide personnel and patrol boats. The coalition, based
out of Bahrain, is known as the International Maritime
Security Construct (IMSC). 

Qatar also said yesterday it would sharply boost its
liquefied natural gas (LNG) production, already the
world’s largest, based on a rise in its proven reserves.
Minister of State for Energy Affairs and CEO of state-
owned Qatar Petroleum Saad Al-Kaabi said Qatar’s
LNG output of 77 million tons per year would increase
to 126 million tons by 2027. Kaabi also announced that
proven gas reserves in the North Field, which Qatar
shares with Iran, had increased to 50 trillion cu m.
Almost all of Qatar’s gas reserves are located in the
North Field, the world’s largest gas field. 

In addition, Kaabi said the field contains 70 billion
barrels of condensates, or natural gas liquids, and mas-
sive quantities of LPG, ethane and helium. “These are
very important findings which will have a great posi-
tive impact on Qatar’s gas industry,” Kaabi said in a
statement. The new plans will raise Qatar’s overall
hydrocarbon production to about 6.7 million barrels oil
equivalent per day from 4.6 million currently. Gas has
helped fuel Qatar’s rise to become one of the world’s
richest countries, transforming the peninsula state and
helping it to successfully bid for the 2022 football
World Cup finals. — Agencies 
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one, which takes around an hour to charge; fast
charger; ultrafast charger; and wireless, which is the

latest,” Twayel explained.
“We started with this kind of charger and we hope it

will spread in Kuwait in the future. We at the society
aim to be leaders in providing modern technology - to
be a model for other institutions. Launching this station
is an initiative of the society without any support from
other institutions. We also have other power projects
such as turning five mosques into smart mosques, solar
energy projects and many others,” conclude Twayel.  

First public 
EV charging...
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Romania joined the EU in 2007 and is the bloc’s
third-largest sheep breeder and a top exporter, prima-
rily to Middle Eastern markets. Romania’s main live-
stock breeders and exporters’ association Acebop has
called for an urgent investigation, saying it was
“shocked by the disaster”. “If we cannot protect live-
stock during long-distance journeys, we should out-
right ban them,” Acebop president Mary Pana said in a
statement late on Sunday.

Acebop has previously called for legal changes that
would oblige transporters to improve conditions
aboard livestock carriers. Gabriel Paun of Animals
International has also called for an inquiry to be held
“without delay”, alleging that the ship had been over-
loaded. He added that the Queen Hind already had
engine problems last December.

The veterinary authority said in a statement that the
vessel had fully complied with EU regulations and that
sufficient space, food and water had been provided.
Activists have labeled the livestock transport vessels -
about 100 of which leave Midia every year - “death
ships”, saying sheep risk being cooked alive on board
during the hot summer months. In July, the European
commissioner in charge of health and food safety
demanded that Bucharest stop the transport of 70,000
sheep to the Gulf, citing animal welfare. — AFP 
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The Guinness Book of Records says the largest kid-

ney removed from a human was 4.25 kg in an operation
in Dubai in 2017. Doctors at the New Delhi hospital
said however they had found medical accounts of a kid-
ney weighing nine kilos being cut from a patient.

The disease the unnamed man was suffering from
causes cysts full of fluids to start growing in kidneys.
Doctors called for the operation when they detected
internal bleeding and spreading infections. Kathuria
said the man was now in good condition and on dialysis
awaiting a kidney transplant. — AFP 
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Tiffany, founded in 1837 and headquartered on
glamorous Fifth Avenue in New York, has long symbol-
ised tony American sophistication, most memorably in
the 1961 film “Breakfast at Tiffany’s” starring Audrey
Hepburn, based on the Truman Capote novella. The
companies said in a statement that LVMH will acquire
Tiffany for $135 a share in cash in a transaction with an
equity value of approximately 14.7 billion euros or
$16.2 billion.

The deal adds Tiffany to LVMH’s extensive stable of
luxury brands that include Louis Vuitton, Dior and
Moet & Chandon, and will strengthen its position in the
United States. It also lets LVMH tap into a different
type of luxury demand, from clients who view their
purchase as more of an investment than an impulse buy.
“These are clients who, unlike in fashion, are interested
in permanence and buy a jewel to keep, but also to pass
on,” Arnault told AFP. “When you buy a beautiful dress,
it’s rare that after a few dozen years this dress will still
seem contemporary,” he said.

Tiffany had been lagging behind its rivals in terms of
sales growth in recent years, and is expected to benefit
from LVMH’s extensive global network and promotion-
al power. “Applying this marketing and communication
machinery should go a long way in making Tiffany more
relevant in design jewelry and watches,” said Luca
Solca, an analyst at Sanford C. Bernstein, according to
Bloomberg News.

The addition of Tiffany to LVMH’s jewelry holdings,
which already include Bulgari, Chaumet, Tag Heuer
and Hublot, vaults it past Swiss-based Richemont,
which holds Cartier among other brands. Richemont
led the pack with a 14.8 percent share of the luxury
jewelry market in 2017, according to data from
Euromonitor International. But with Tiffany at 10.8
percent and LVMH at 7.5 percent, combined they will
now lead the segment.  

LVMH began its public courting of Tiffany on Oct 15
with an offer of $120 per share. Last week it raised its
bid to around $130, which convinced Tiffany to open its
books to LVMH, which then offered $135 to clinch the
deal. The company said further financial details would
be released ahead of a conference call with analysts.
Tiffany’s shares closed trading on Friday at $125.51.
They were trading around $90 per share at the begin-
ning of October, before LVMH first began to make
overtures to Tiffany’s management.

LVMH shares were up 1.1 percent in afternoon trad-
ing at €400.75, and have climbed since the group first
announced a bid for Tiffany, reaching a record high of
€407.85 earlier this month. “Some companies in the
retail sector have complained about softer demand, but
luxury brands tend to hold up well when economies
cool as the mega rich usually fare better in a cooler
economic climate,” said David Madden at CMC
Markets UK.

The boards of directors of both companies have
approved the acquisition, with Tiffany’s board recom-
mending that shareholders approve the transaction. The
deal is expected to close in the middle of 2020 follow-
ing approval by Tiffany’s shareholders and regulators.
LVMH is the world’s largest luxury group, posting
record sales of €46.8 billion in 2018, for a net profit of
€7 billion. - AFP 
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damaging storefronts in their most serious assault on
protesters so far. At least 10 demonstrators were
wounded, civil defense said, without specifying the
extent of their injuries. UN Special Coordinator for
Lebanon, Jan Kubis, called for restraint. “I urge all
Lebanese political forces to control their supporters, to
avoid using the national protests for pursuing their
political agenda,” he said on Twitter.

The state-run National News Agency said authori-
ties have launched an investigation into the incident.
Parliament speaker Nabih Berri, who heads the Amal
Movement, called on security forces to keep roads
open to avoid “civil strife”. Yesterday morning, scat-
tered stones, shattered glass and the mangled remains
of tents littered the ground in the main Beirut protest
camp at Martyrs’ Square. Around it car windows had
been smashed with rocks.

But the demonstrators said they would not give up.
“The attack gave us all - at least the ones here right
now - a sense of determination,” Ayyash said. Nearby,
security forces deployed along the road after shoving
aside demonstrators who had been sitting on the
ground. Salim Mourad, a 31-year-old protester, showed
AFP his torn collar, saying riot police dragged him by
his shirt. “We don’t want violence,” he said.

Security forces also deployed across main arteries in
north and east Lebanon yesterday, removing barricades
that had been raised by demonstrators. The army said it
arrested nine people north of Beirut at dawn after they
tried to block roads using burning petrol and shattered

glass. It also arrested four other “rioters”, releasing
three shortly afterwards.

The security forces have come under fresh criti-
cism following Sunday’s attack, with protesters
accusing them of being lax with Hezbollah and Amal
supporters, most of whom were allowed to walk away.
“The thugs throw stones and insult security forces
but they don’t confront them,” said Elie, 24, who was
among the protesters attacked. “They don’t arrest
them the way they arrest us.” Such criticism prompt-
ed Interior Minister Raya Al-Hasan to respond by
saying the army and police remain the only “guaran-
tors of the country’s stability”.

Political leaders have failed to select a new govern-
ment nearly one month since Prime Minister Saad
Hariri’s cabinet resigned, bowing to popular pressure.
President Michel Aoun, whose powers include initiating
parliamentary consultations to appoint a new premier,
said he was open to a government that would include
technocrats and representatives of the popular move-
ment - both key demands of the protesters.

But demonstrators say they reject any government
that would also include representatives of established
political parties. The United States, France, the World
Bank, and credit rating agencies have all urged officials
to accelerate cabinet formation, warning of a deterio-
rating economic and political crisis.  In the latest diplo-
matic push, senior British foreign office official Richard
Moore was in Lebanon yesterday.

He would “underline the urgent need to form a gov-
ernment” during meetings with the president, prime
minister, foreign minister, the speaker and the army
chief, the British embassy said in a statement. “The
people of Lebanon have been clear in their demand for
improved governance, and they should be heard,”
Moore, the director general for political affairs, was
quoted as saying.  — AFP

Protesters 
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TEHRAN: Supporters of Iran’s government
poured into central Tehran yesterday for a
massive rally to condemn days of “rioting”
that the Islamic republic blames on its foreign
foes. Waving the Iranian flag and banners
that read “Death to America”, they descend-
ed on Enghelab (Revolution) Square from all
directions. In a shock announcement on Nov
15, Iran raised the price of petrol by up to
200 percent, triggering nationwide protests
in a country whose economy has been bat-
tered by US sanctions.

Officials say the demonstrations turned
violent because of the intervention of “thugs”
backed by royalists and Iran’s arch-enemies -
the United States, Israel and Saudi Arabia.
The square filled up quickly on Monday with
young and old, including clerics carrying
portraits of Iran’s supreme leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei. “Countries like America, Israel
or Saudi Arabia... don’t want to see us make
progress, develop and have security,” said a
housewife at the rally. “We support our
leader and, for these reasons, they tried to
put a spoke in our wheel,” she told AFP.

The rally was addressed by Major General
Hossein Salami, head of the elite Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps which helped to
put down the unrest. “This war is over,”
Salami told the huge crowd that covered the
square and spilled into side streets. “You
have defeated the power of the arrogance,”

he said, referring to America. “The coup de
grace has been delivered.”

Meanwhile, Amnesty International yester-
day said at least 143 demonstrators were
killed across Iran since leaders ordered secu-
rity forces to stamp out protests that fol-
lowed fuel price rises on Nov 15. “According
to credible reports... those killed include at
least 143 people,” said the London-based
rights group. “The deaths have resulted
almost entirely from the use of firearms.”

It said one person reportedly died after
inhaling tear gas, another after being beaten.
Amnesty “believes that the death toll is sig-
nificantly higher” and was still investigating, it
said. Amnesty, which last week gave a death
toll of more than 100, called for the interna-
tional community to condemn the bloodshed.
“The international community’s cautious and
muted response to the unlawful killing of
protesters is woefully inadequate,” said Philip
Luther, Amnesty’s research and advocacy
head for the Middle East.

“They must condemn these killings in the
strongest possible terms and describe these
events for what they are - the deadly and
wholly unwarranted use of force to crush dis-
sent.” Amnesty said “verified videos show
security forces deliberately shooting
unarmed protesters from a short distance. In
some cases, protesters were shot while they
were running away”. They also showed secu-

rity forces shooting from rooftops, it said,
adding that the crackdown was carried out
by police, Revolutionary Guards, and the
Basij paramilitary force “and others”.

Long-fraught links between Tehran and
Washington plunged to a new low in May
last year when the US unilaterally withdrew
from an international accord that gave Iran
relief from sanctions in return for curbs on its
nuclear program. In his speech, Salami issued
a warning for the United States and its allies
Britain, Israel and Saudi Arabia. “You have
received a strong slap in the face,” Salami
told them. “If you cross our red lines, we will
destroy you.”

Chants of “Death to the USA” and “Death
to Israel” rang out as some in the crowd set
fire to American flags. On the eve of the rally,
an SMS had been sent to citizens urging
them to attend the demonstration, amid an
ongoing Internet outage imposed during the
unrest. The near-total Internet blackout came
at the height of the street unrest in a step
seen as aimed at curbing the spread of
videos of the violence.

Connectivity has returned to much of the
country except for its mobile telephone net-
works, said NetBlocks, a site that monitors
internet disruptions. NetBlocks said connec-
tivity on Irancell was running at 100 percent,
but two other key mobile service providers -
MCI and RighTel - were down at one and 24

percent respectively. The unrest erupted hours
after a midnight announcement that the price
of petrol would be immediately raised by 50
percent for the first 60 litres and 200 percent
for any extra fuel after that each month.

President Hassan Rouhani said the pro-
ceeds would allow his government to pro-

vide welfare payments to the needy. During
the violence, dozens of banks, petrol
pumps and police stations were torched
across Iran. Officials have confirmed five
people were killed, but the death toll from
clashes with security forces is thought to
be much higher. — Agencies 

Iranians rally against ‘rioting’; 
143 killed in protests: Amnesty

TEHRAN: Iranian pro-government demonstrators gather in the capital’s central Enghelab
Square yesterday to condemn days of “rioting”. — AFP 


